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Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Lonely Planet's Pocket Stockholm is your

passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden

discoveries await you. Browse through royalty at Kungliga Slottet, uncover the past at Skansen and

Vasamuseet and explore the beautiful Stockholm Archipelago; all with your trusted travel

companion. Get to the heart of the best of Stockholm and begin your journey now! Inside Lonely

Planet's Pocket Stockholm:  Full-colour maps and images throughout Highlights and itineraries help

you tailor your trip to your personal needs and interests Insider tips to save time and money and get

around like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential info at your fingertips - hours of

operation, phone numbers, websites, transit tips, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating,

sleeping, sight-seeing, going out, shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Free,

convenient pull-out Stockholm map (included in print version), plus over 20 colour neighbourhood

maps User-friendly layout with helpful icons, and organised by neighbourhood to help you pick the

best spots to spend your time Covers Gamla Stan, Norrmalm, Djurgarden, Skeppsholmen,

Ostermalm, Sodermalm, Kungsholmen, Vasastan and more The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet's

Pocket Stockholm, a colourful, easy-to-use, and handy guide that literally fits in your pocket,

provides on-the-go assistance for those seeking only the can't-miss experiences to maximise a

quick trip experience.  Looking for a comprehensive guide that recommends both popular and

offbeat experiences, and extensively covers all of Stockholm's neighbourhoods as well as the rest

of Sweden? Check out Lonely Planet's Sweden guide. Looking for more extensive coverage?

Check out Lonely Planet's Scandinavia guide for a comprehensive look at all that the region has to

offer. Authors: Written and researched by Lonely Planet and Becky Ohlsen. About Lonely Planet:

Since 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel media company with guidebooks

to every destination, an award-winning website, mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated

traveller community. Lonely Planet covers must-see spots but also enables curious travellers to get

off beaten paths to understand more of the culture of the places in which they find themselves.
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I will never travel without a Lonely Planet Pocket book. The size is great for carrying in your purse to

consult for quick food & activity suggestions. So many of the food recommendations were excellent

and affordable! I used the accommodations recommendations to book hostels & hotels before we

traveled. I particularly LOVE the "Best of" selections. The attached maps also were so helpful. This

book really made travel so easy and enjoyable.

I just got back from a trip to Stockholm and used this guide extensively. The layout and organization

were very logical and it was fun to read. It is organized first by the "Top 10" sights in the city, which

helped us prioritize our time during a 3 day visit. From there, it further breaks down the city into each

neighborhood. For each neighborhood in the city center there is an introductory section describing

the "vibe" of the neighborhood and the types of people that tend to live there, what it is known for,

etc. Then, there are activity, shopping, and eating recommendations within that neighborhood. Also,

and most importantly, there are recommended walks in each neighborhood that are of a

manageable length and allow you to get a feel for what the area is like. This guide was short and

had a very manageable length, but had all the detail and suggestions that we needed to explore the

city confidently. I also liked that the size was small enough to carry in my rear jeans pocket, and the

included map was detailed enough and extremely helpful!

This is a terrific pocket guidebook for Stockholm and surrounds. I travel a lot overseas for work. I

really only need most often while spending the weekend walking around town a just "the facts sort

of pocket sized book". I must say this is well written and has a really good bit of info in "highlights

format" for the traveler. I bought a comprehensive book for planning my time off but I will leave that

one home. Too much weight to drag around. Very good map.



These pocket guides are perfect for a trip -- they have just enough information to be helpful, but

they're much easier to cart around and stow away. Lonely Planet always has the key things you

need to know when traveling to a new place.

This was perfect for our trip to Stockholm. Everything is laid out clearly, it's sectioned out nicely, and

it's a perfect size to carry with you when out and about - and since Stockholm is just a

walking-friendly city, having something like this that was small and lightweight as a guide was vital.

Would recommend this over the full Lonely Planet Sweden guide if just staying around Stockholm!

very informative and interesting

Very helpful in helping me understand what to do in Stockholm. Map much appreciated.

Very easy to take with you, good format and high quality book. As usual, a lot of map information

which is why for me Lonely Planet remains best guides out there.
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